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FOREWORD

It is a stipulation for Student Unions’ across the country to host Annual General Meetings
(AGMs) with their members to reflect on the year, publish finances, and measure their
improvement. Here at SOAS SU it has been quite some time since we last hosted a formal
AGM. This year - with a new General Manager, sabbatical team, and staff team - we decided it
would be the perfect time to also bring AGMs back to the SU! Typically this would take the
form of a physical meeting, however given the unusual situation we find ourselves in, this
year’s AGM will take the form of an online publication (this one!).

This should not just be a dull report, but a reflection and celebration of the incredible activity
that has taken place over the last academic year. This report will include annual reports from
our sabbatical officers, executive officers, and SU staff team. It will also look at the SU’s
finances, member satisfaction, the decisions of our Trustee Board, and some of the events
which have shaped the SU this year. There’s a lot to cover!

This is ultimately a celebration of you, our members. We hope you find yourself in pictures,
remember the events and campaigns you attended and took part in this year, and can see how
the SU is working to benefit you. This is also an opportunity to evaluate how closely our work
aligns with the strategic aims of the Union such as:
(i) ensure that the diversity of its membership is recognised and that equal access is available

to all Members of whatever origin or orientation;
(ii) pursue its aims and objectives independent of any political party or religious group; and
(iii) pursue equal opportunities by taking positive action within the law to facilitate

participation of groups discriminated against by society.

We’ve put what we think is valuable to know in this report, which includes the information
we’re required to provide under our rules, and what we think might be interesting and useful
for you to know more about what we do and how we work. If there is anything you would like
to see added to the next edition, please let us know.

The AGM is an interactive activity, so for the next 2 weeks we will be taking any questions from
students in response to this report. Please submit any questions via our AGM Questions Form.
We will be providing answers to all questions asked, and these questions and answers will form
the minutes for this AGM - to be ratified in next year’s AGM!

We know that for many of you, we have missed out on the opportunity to really celebrate you
completing your studies. However, we have had such a great time this year that we wanted to
take this opportunity to say good luck for whatever adventure meets you next. We wish you
every success.

Happy reading!
Maxine and Jack

https://soasunion.org/democracy/annual_general_meeting/minutes/
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STRUCTURE OF SOAS 
SU



INDEX OF REPORTS

For this AGM we have gathered reports from our SU sabbatical officers, executive officers, and SU staff
team. We understand this is a lot to read, and you may only be interested in reports which cover
certain topics. To help you find the reports you’re most interested in we’ve made the following index.
We’ve grouped our reports by the subject areas they cover so you can easily flick between the reports
you’re most interested to hear about. We hope you find this useful!

WELFARE & CAMPAIGNS

EQUALITY & LIBERATION

DEMOCRACY & EDUCATION

ACTIVITES, EVENTS & SPORTS

SU OPERATIONS

Valeria |  Oscar |  Susanna

Youssra |  Hisham & Sohane | Rachel & Maysa |  Katie |  Lucia

Maxine | Malena & Ciro | Antonia | Jack | Nidah | Paulien

Peadar |  Charli |  Miriam |  Jesse

REPRESENTATION

Valeria |  Youssra |  Maxine |  Antonia |  Lucia

Anna |  Kai |  Khaled & Hanieh |  Fred

GOVERNANCE

Trustee Board Report | Maxine | Anna | Jack |



SOAS SU TRUSTEE 
BOARD REPORT
Dear members

What a year has this one been! We have lived through incredible moments as a Union, such as 
the biggest liberation months the SU has ever seen, a freshers fayre that was easy to navigate, 
campaigns becoming reinvigorated and student reps beginning to feel part of the SU 
again! We have also seen a global pandemic that has impacted our members like nothing ever 
before. The SU has had to rapidly adapt to situations like working remotely for a prolonged 
period of time or figuring out how to advocate and lobby when you can’t just knock on 
people’s doors. It has been a difficult and unusual year to say the least but as ever, we remain 
in awe of our student body’s tenacity and resilience. However, we have also done some 
learning as Trustees ourselves.

We are going to be honest: our Union structures don’t work as well as we need them to, and 
often they limit rather than facilitate our Executive Committee and the rest of our student 
members. This is a problem that has to be solved with urgency, as we are not able to be as 
impactful as we could be and we fail to harness the passion and excitement that our members 
show in their daily activities. Due to the current structures, Sabbatical Officers and other staff 
members often find themselves solving routinely administrative and organisational problems 
rather than focusing that energy on engaging with student communities and empowering 
those voices in the School. For that reason, as a Trustee Board, we believe it is time for us to 
change how we work. Some of the key changes we would like to see include reforming:
• the way to operate society budgets;
• the methods available for the student body to pass policy;
• accountability mechanisms for the Executive Committee.

Improving these processes would allow us to better function at an organisational level. From 
here we could be a stronger, more impactful and representative union.

The changes we have suggested above speak more to our organisational structure. However, 
there are also issues with our governance which we are keen to see improved. We are yet to 
decide how these changes will look as we are keen to first ascertain what your perfect union 
would look like. However, essential changes include:
• SOAS SU becoming an incorporated association (so that our trustee students are not 

personally liable for the union’s operations);
• implementing a new governance structure to empower future Trustee Boards in their 

decisions and incorporate more expertise;
• constitutional change to establish more creative democratic policy-making beyond solely 

UGMs.



A new Executive Committee, and therefore Trustee Board, will start their term this summer. As 
the outgoing team, we are doing as much work as possible to prepare the ground for changes 
that may happen next academic year. This way, the new team can implement improvements 
without having to redo the background learning it has taken us almost a year to get. As it 
stands, our Students’ Union has a continuity issue, which often ends up impacting us 
negatively.

We are putting a lot of energy into ensuring that the new team is not dropped into the deep 
end in the middle of a huge period of change for SOAS. Next year will be a hard one. The 
student voice will need to be amplified and workers rights protected even more. The Covid-19 
pandemic has strained Higher Education further than ever. As a Trustee Board, it is our 
responsibility to ensure the SU’s position in the School is protected in such a difficult context. 
Student active engagement and support for the new Executive Committee will be key - we 
count on you as much as we hope you count on us!

Nevertheless, what we really wanted to say was thank you so much for all the support, energy 
and ideas that you have brought to us this year. There have been highs and lows, but we have 
always been motivated by the power of the student body. We hope we have contributed to 
making this year as great as it could have been and we wish you every success for the coming 
one.

In love and solidarity,

SOAS SU Trustee Board/ Executive Committee 



SOAS SU TRUSTEE 
BOARD DECISIONS
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15th November 2019
Decisions made in person by the Trustee Board

Agreement to allow the SU General Manager to undertake a 
consultative process to create a strategy for SOAS SU

19th January 2020
Decisions made in person by the Trustee Board

Adoption of a new Complaints Procedure in the SU

Delay the Spring Election dates due to the UCU Strikes

12th February 2020 
(emergency Trustee Board meeting in relation to UCU industrial action)
Decisions made in person by the Trustee Board

In line with the UGM motion in support of the UCU Strikes, SOAS SU 
staff (both permanent, sabbatical officers, and student staff) will not be 
made to cross picket lines:
• Permanent staff and sabbatical officers to work from home on strike 

days
• SU bar and shop staff to continue to be paid for the hours they were 

scheduled to work during the strike period

The SU bar to open in the evenings on strike days, after picket lines 
close

Up to £500 approved spending for SU permanent staff and sabbatical 
officer work phones for use during the strike period

Societies to be discouraged from booking rooms on strike days, 
however rooms to be booked if requested

13th March 2020
Decisions made by email due to urgency as elections opening soon

In response to a request from the trans* dignity campaign: Update role 
descriptions found in Schedule 2 to include accurate and up to date 
role titles, and consistency on intersectional work of liberation officers
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27th March 2020
Meeting of the SOAS SU Critical Response Group (a sub-committee of the 
Trustee Board)

No decisions were made at this Trustee Board Meeting

Emergency decision made by email

Form a sub-committee of the full Trustee Board known as the Critical 
Response Group, under s.52 of the Constitution:
• The sub-committee was formed to enable quick decision making in 

response to covid-19. All Trustees were invited to be a member
• The groups membership is made up of 9 Trustees: 4 sabbatical 

officers, and 5 part-time officers. Terms of Reference are available 
on our website

Email decisions made by the SOAS SU Critical Response Group (a sub-
committee of the Trustee Board)
All decisions relate to the period 13.03.20 – 20.04.20, with regular reviews 
carried out by the Critical Response Group

To close the SU bar

To pay bar staff at the same rate as we have been throughout the 
strike period until week beginning 23rd March (easter vacation). 
Vacation hours/pay will be decided in discussion with the General 
Manager & Commercial Manager.

To open the shop on reduced day-time hours, card payment only. 
Increase sanitising and cleaning support for staff in the shop. This 
decision was subsequently revised over the weekend as the situation 
changed, and the following decision was to close the shop, with the 
same pay arrangements as for bar staff.

In line with SOAS decisions, to cancel all non-essential events during 
this period with weekly reviews. This includes all SU run events and 
student society events. Allow small student society events for 20 
people or under, with no external attendees, students only. This 
decision was revised as the situation changed over the weekend, and 
the following decision was to cancel all events.

Decision made to seek agreement from 29 student staff working at the 
shop, bar to be placed on furlough leave beginning 20th April 2020. 
End date to be reviewed in line with announcements from government 
on Job Retention Scheme.

To claim the government’s Job Retention Scheme fund

To Furlough the Commercial Services Manager and the Bar Manager 
beginning 1st May 2020.
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3rd October 2018

Ratified the 2018/19 SU budget

Agreed to set up a Finance Committee as a sub-committee of the 
Trustee Board for the year

Agreed not to re-open elections following the resignation of the Co-
President Welfare & Campaigns

14th December 2018

To set up a sub-group to review the Risk Register

To change the title of the Governance & Communication Coordinator 
to ‘Governance, Communication & Sustainability Coordinator’

Ratified the decision to continue paying student staff London Living 
Wage rates

30th January 2019

Open referendum with proposal to change the structure of the SOAS 
SU Trustee Board

25th April 2019

Approved capital spend to refurbish SU snack shop

Approved funding for one year for a Black Pastoral staff member

Approved the recruitment of a new SU General Manager



SABBATICAL OFFICER 
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ACTIVITIES & EVENTS

Peadar Connolly-Davey

This has been a challenging year with new permanent staff members joining the SU team, the SOAS
Director’s Recruitment process, the 2020 UCU Strikes and the closure of the University due to Covid-19.
Despite this I still managed to deliver a few great projects that I will outline. The 4 projects I have
decided to focus on are Freshers’ Fortnight 2019, Refreshers Week 2020, LGBTQ+ History Month 2020
and the Society Handbook.

Freshers’ Fortnight
I started working on the Freshers’ Fortnight as my first task in my role. I wanted to be innovative, so this
year society events were included in the Freshers’ Calendar. We were able to deliver an action-packed
Freshers’ calendar with 90 events across the fortnight for students to get an introduction to activities at
SOAS and help them meet fellow students. Some key events include two Late Licences organised by
students:
✓ Another SOAS Is Possible organised with Zack Lewis-Griffiths (and others) to give Freshers an

introduction to the various campaigns in SOAS and showcase some SOAS Musicians in a celebratory
light.

✓ Afro-Caribbean Society Rep Your Flag to kick off the start of Black History month 2019.
✓ Four events in external venues:
✓ Dinwiddy Move-In Party at Pong
✓ Sports Party at Upper House
✓ SOAS Drag Collective Freshers’ Show at The Apple Tree
✓ Freshers Party at Electrowerkz

We also hosted Freshers’ Fayre and Campaigns Fayre. 200 societies registered for this and a £100
budget bonus was allocated for societies that registered ahead of time. This was originally planned for
outside, but due to the weather, I was able to work with estates to host the event in G3, LLT, JCR, PWW
Cloisters and Atrium, with each area having a different society theme. According to the Head of Estates
it was the most organised Freshers’ Fayre for years!

Society Handbook
Most of the enquiries I get daily are about supporting societies on how to run their events. To address
this, I have created a Society Handbook that covers the basics for running a society and events. This will
give students a common place to go to for answers to their questions, reducing the logistical differences
between societies. This will in turn give the Co-President Activities and Events more time to work on
their own projects and also centre the SU Website and Facebook Page for event promotion.

Refreshers Week
For the first time in a few years, the SU held a Refreshers Week in term two to welcome students back
to SOAS. This included 6 days of events organised by our SOAS SU Executive Committee. I managed to
organise Refreshers Gift Bags with various gifts, snacks and information pamphlets. We also held two
late licences during the week, both organised by students



LGBTQ+ History Month
Prior to starting my role as Co-President Activities and Events in February 2019, I spent the previous
year as the LGBTQIA+ Officer. I am proud to say this is the third consecutive LGBTQ+ history month in
SOAS I have co-organised; giving me the opportunity to tap into the successes and failures of the
previous two. I organised a committee together of the Black Students Support Coordinator, LGBTQ+,
the Trans* and Gender Identity, Entertainment, the Womxn’s, and the Anti-Racism, and the
Accommodation Officers to organise an event-filled month. Some of our key events included:
• The Drama Society production of As/Is
• A SOAS Drag Collective show at The Apple Tree
• A Panel Discussion on the Appropriation of Ballroom Culture with members from the London

Ballroom Scene
• The XXXPression Late Licence
• The second instalment of the Black and Queer Series, this one being on Tackling Sexual Racism
• The QTIBPOC Healing Space

Some of the biggest events Peadar has helped organise this year:
Fresher’s Fortnight | LGBTQ+ History Month | Refreshers



DEMOCRACY & EDUCATION

Maxine Thomas-Asante

I came into this role wanting to learn. That I have certainly done. Approaching the end of my term, I
could not be more appreciative of the growth I have experienced as a sabb at SOAS SU.

Democracy
As a student I found UGMs intimidating. In order to create a more open environment we reformed
UGMs by:
• finding a permanent chair - May Gabriel - to build continuity;
• establishing ground rules based on our safer space policy;
• defining the language of the UGM to nullify the information disparity between students;
• creating visuals to make the process easier to follow;
• relocating to the Atrium to improve accessibility.

Though online voting passed as a motion, I was unable to implement this due to the need for
constitutional reform.

My second concern was that UGMs were our sole democratic process. Conscious that the formality of
UGMs made some uncomfortable, I introduced Get Vocal! This was a fortnightly discussion space in the
JCR, that encouraged questions, engagement and accountability in a relaxed environment. Though
attendance was low, attendees offered good feedback and I am proud to have designed this alternative
process.

To us accountability has been key. Before moving on, the previous sabbs highlighted that this was a
fundamental issue with our Trustee Board membership. The lack of legal and financial expertise
prevents the Trustee Board from meaningfully holding the Executive Board and General Manager to
account. It is my hope that our next sabb team progresses with this.

Education
There remains a significant disparity across departments regarding the experience of disadvantaged
students. I aimed to universalise structural support and increase awareness of what is available. During
Term 1 I attended the Inclusive Teaching working group to learn about the processes of obtaining buy-
in and embedding equality work into practices. The most challenging measure was lecture recording.

I also sought to address the sense of underappreciation of African expertise at SOAS. Having felt this as
a black student I wanted to counter this trajectory. To this end I:
• Advocated for paid opportunities for students to contribute to liberation work at SOAS. This

included:
• lobbying for Bridging the Gap to run for a second year under new leadership;
• hiring two student course consultants to assist with the design of a new degree programme

‘Africa and its Diaspora’.
• Coordinated a 13-part event series for Black History Month in collaboration with our BSSC, anti-

racism officers, and societies
• Interviewed Dr Patricia Rodney on behalf of Art and African Mind;
• Acted as secretary for the first Black Students Caucus;
• Contributed ideas to the design of the new ‘Africa and its Diaspora’ course
• Updated the SU website to highlight student-led black liberation projects



It was pertinent for me to reaffirm the role of the student rep and improve the relationships between
reps and staff. In October I redesigned the reps training day to include talks from Decolonising Working
Group and Careers services. During the year, the Academic Affairs officers and I hosted two roundtables
for students to come and share their perspectives. We opened opportunities for student
representatives to sit on central school boards and feed in directly to decision making. We also began a
project to redesign the entire reps system.

External Events
Working for the Union has created opportunities for me to contribute to national conversations. This
included speaking twice for Westminster Briefing on support for BAME students; being a panellist at
Goldsmiths ‘Arc of Advocacy’ event; and contributing to UUK’s Conference on the EHRC report on racial
harassment.

I feel an immense gratitude to SOAS SU and SOAS for the opportunities presented this year. Thank you
to the students of SOAS for the opportunity. I hope I made you proud.

Co-President Democracy and Education and Anti-Racism Officers attend filming of Studio B 
Unscripted at Al Jazeera, and posters for Black History Month and the Young, Gifted and Black 

Talent Showcase (which Maxine helped organise!)



EQUALITY & LIBERATION

Youssra Elmagboul

TW: sexual assault

Complaints at SOAS
The complaints procedure at SOAS has lagged behind the sector in its quality, producing low student
confidence in its effectiveness. During my first term in post I continued previous sabbatical lobbying,
calling for an external review of SOAS’ complaints procedure. The ‘Clements Review’ fulfilled this call;
reviewing policies, interviewing stakeholders, and identifying points of failure. This review proposed
recommendations which were all taken up by the School and formulated into an action plan. We now
have a new Student Complaints Procedure, Student Disciplinary Procedure, greater clarity for
complainants in the Doctoral School, as well as funding for work to tackle Sexual and Gender Based
Violence (SGBV) on campus.

Tackling SGBV on campus has remained a priority for me. While waiting for the Clements Review, I
lobbied SOAS for £10,000 funding to implement a ‘Report and Support’ Tool. With low reporting
numbers, it was difficult to know if the interventions were working appropriately. This anonymous
reporting tool allows members of the community to report SGBV incidents and be included in a
comprehensive dataset (useful for tracking and planning), without having to provide personal details or
go through the investigation process. Looking forward, I would encourage relaunching this tool,
ensuring it is integrated, signposted, and housed in the appropriate department in the School.

Additionally, it was highlighted that students did not have confidence in Student Advice and Wellbeing
(SAaW) in supporting victim survivors. We therefore lobbied the School to bring in Rape Crisis to
provide specialised, confidential, one-to-one support for survivors of SGBV; which is now in place.
Other initiatives to tackle SGBV have been much slower, unfortunately, the SGBV working group has
not delivered the policies it was set up to do.

Inclusive Teaching
Pushing for more Inclusive Teaching has been an ongoing priority. SOAS again lags behind the sector
with ‘inclusive teaching’ practices, which is concerning given that SOAS admits 3 times as many students
with disabilities than other institutions. It should also be said that teaching in an inclusive manner does
not only benefit those who have a ‘diagnosed’ disability but has been shown to increase attainment
across the student body.

I pushed for anonymous marking across the School, which took 6 months of my term to materialise.
Unconscious Bias training is now mandatory for all new staff, and any staff applying for promotion. The
School has also developed an ‘Inclusive Teaching’ workshop that all departments (should) have sat. This
training was developed in collaboration with the SU. These are small but important steps of progress,
and I would like to see my successor urge the school to take more radical steps.



Trans* Mental Health
During my first sabb term, a UGM motion was passed calling for a Trans* Mental Health Counsellor.
Reaching out to our Executive Officers and the motion drafters, I have searched 20 counsellor
databases, and the internet more broadly, contacting those with appropriate qualifications and lived
experiences. The main barriers I have faced in my search are the lack of Trans* Counsellors and the fact
that those who do practice are overburdened.

The failure of the SU to provide this and other support for our Trans* Students has led to the creation
of Trans* Dignity at SOAS. I urge readers to find out more about the campaign and support here.

This campaign has lent support and helped re-conceptualise what short-term support could be
implemented while the search for long term support continues. I hope my successor is able to bring in
meaningful support for our Trans* students without limiting this support to just a counsellor in the SU.

Some of the projects Youssra has been involved in during her time as Co-President Equality & 
Liberation:

Don’t Touch People Without Their Consent banner | Our Naked Truths | Black Queer Magic Cabaret

https://www.facebook.com/Transdignityatsoas/


WELFARE & CAMPAIGNS

Valeria Racu

As a Co-President, my goal was to actively involve more SOAS students in the SU. The Students’ Union
had been key in my student journey; I wanted more students to see its value too. Whatever your
engagement was going to be (in campaigns, student reps, sports, cultural or art societies), I wished
students would see themselves as part of our student movements and communities.

It has been essential to increase trust in the SU by showcasing our ability to stand up for our members
and our collective values (despite limited resources!). Throughout the year, we worked towards making
our office more open, our support more accessible. I advocated for individual students in their struggles
against victimisation, expulsion and discrimination, and their positive feedback led to more members
leaning on the SU for support throughout the year. As a result, our students count on the Union and its
representation at critical times such as the coronavirus pandemic, giving us more power to advocate
for students’ rights and wellbeing at a local and national level.

At the same time, we continued pushing for our SU to have a stance in political and social issues,
democratically mandated by our members. We facilitated opportunities for our members to craft our
position on the UCU strikes by holding a series of open fora before and during the strikes, listening to
concerns and seeking answers to all questions and demands. We then ensured our stance was clear by
producing a student handbook, sending regular updates via email and our website, and spreading
awareness and support for the strike while creating spaces for safe internal debate. I believe we found
a healthy balance between supporting the action as well as specific student needs, which has
encouraged more engagement from our members. SUs should be active politicising collectives,
facilitating student spaces where different ideological stances can be critically engaged with.

Our SU has a diverse range of campaigns, each with unique needs, aims, and histories. I have tried to
keep regular contact with those groups, by attending their meetings or arranging individual sessions
with them. I researched to understand their struggle and demands, and offered advice and support
when needed. SU resources have become more accessible, whether those being financial support,
institutional knowledge, outreach advice or campaigning tactics. This proactiveness has meant that
campaigners now feel entitled to their union and have greater demands for the SU Exec. Similarly, as
new autonomous campaign groups surfaced, such as the Sanctuary rent strike, organisers would reach
to the SU for support. Looking forward, the SU should focus on actively promoting and protecting
accessible and safe activism, centring a more tailored approach. Our activist groups are still somehow
disjointed, which leads to a lack of solidarity and collaboration between different groups at times when
those links could be truly powerful. In an exclusionary higher education context, collectives and
networks are essential for students to find accessible communities where more radical tailored welfare
support and collective organising can arise.



Safety has become a priority for me, from organising spaces to procedural flaws within the SU.
Together with Anna, I have reviewed internal SU processes and procedures, and introduced a new
Safer Space policy. Sadly, while this has been a good reference point, it has not yet been fully
embedded in our structures. Next year, the Safer Space policy will be included in Societies training and
Enough is Enough workshops, hopefully marking one more step towards a safer campus. This work has
been encouraged by autonomous organising groups within the SU, which I believe should be our way
forward. Our SU should decentralise its decision-making processes, and center active members and
collectives. Strong student networks with clear representation in the SU Exec would be a more
democratic and accessible structure for our powerful student body to be even more impactful than it
already is.

Two of Valeria’s biggest projects this year:
SOAS Students’ Union’s Safer Space Policy | SOAS Students’ Union Strikes Booklet

https://soasunion.org/news/article/6013/SOAS-Students-Union-Safer-Space-Policy/
https://soasunion.org/campaigns/ucustrikes2020/
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS OFFICERS

Malena Antich & Ciro Puig

The first of the tasks undertaken by the office this year was that of finding a space where issues from 
different departments could be voiced and organised with the support of the SU. Working all through 
with our Democracy and Education co-president, Maxine —who we take the chance to thank for all the 
support and excellent work she has offered—we organised various meetings with student 
representatives groups. We believe creating this platform was an important step that improved the 
office’s visibility and its coordination with student representatives and campaigns; it enabled us to 
support student reps to set up note-sharing clouds and reading groups, and allowed students on an 
individual and collective level to bring forward academic-related issues and campaigns’ proposals.

The second of the main issues faced this year has been the organisation of the UCU strike. Following 
our manifesto, we gave full support to academic staff when they decided to take industrial action to 
resist casualisation. Hence the office was involved in the creation of the 2020 S.U. Strikes Booklet, and 
was intermittently present on the picket throughout the four weeks of strikes in order to guarantee 
student welfare, and to encourage students not to cross the picket line by sparking constructive 
conversations. We believe our role contributed to both academic staff and students feeling understood 
and supported.

Finally, one of the biggest challenges which we did not manage to overcome —if it can be ever 
overcome— is the revision of our curriculums. This year we focused on examining how gender is 
analytically treated in the discourses of the human sciences, aiming to develop alternative proposals. 
Leaving this process interrupted, we still hope this struggle is taken over in the next academic year —
hopefully from the lesson we learned only too late: that beyond organising with students, expert 
members of faculty will have to be involved in the process.

ACCOMMODATION OFFICER

Oscar Ward

This year started off well, as I attended the officer and trustee training and quickly became acquainted 
with the inner-workings of the Students’ Union. Throughout the year I have been involved in projects 
both focussing on the general running of the Students’ Union, as well as a lot of work focused on my 
area of accommodation.

In Term 1 I spent a lot of time organising casework for students, reading over tenancy agreements, and 
advising students the best way to deal with exploitative landlords. During this time I had several 
meetings with SOAS’ Housing Manager from the Estates team, along with the Co-President for Welfare 
& Campaigns, Valeria Racu, in which the positions of the Students’ Union were made clear to 
management. Through these meetings we also demanded more transparency in the way SOAS sets up 
relationships with their accommodation providers, better support for LGBTQ+ students in 
accommodation, and we began lobbying for SOAS to place accommodation support into its mental 
health strategy. The last position is also closely linked with the issue of the unaffordability of housing 
for the SOAS community. SOAS still claims that £200+ a week is “affordable”; however, it is 
unaffordable for many members of the SOAS community which it claims to advocate for.

https://soasunion.org/campaigns/ucustrikes2020/


Term 2 started well with a Workers’ and Renters’ Rights Workshop, which I facilitated with help from 
the London Renter’s Union and the Independent Workers of Great Britain. COVID-19 has posed the 
biggest challenge yet to students this year, and I’ve been working closely with Valeria to support and 
facilitate a rent strike at the halls of residence; a campaign which has required a lot of time and energy. 
We have made great strides with the campaign and I am sure that we’ll win. 

ANTI-RACISM OFFICERS

Hisham Parchment & Sohane Yahya

It has been a real pleasure being Anti-Racism officers this year. Despite the unique challenges, it has 
been rewarding, and we have connected with a number of incredible people in the process.

This year has been full of ups and downs; navigating the strikes, Covid-19 - and not to mention - SOAS’s 
uncertain financial future . Despite this, we have both been dedicated to implementing our three main 
manifesto principles: conversation, visibility, and change.

Within the domain of Conversation, we worked on 2 main fronts. The first is simply that of White Ally 
Meetups, organised following the White Ally toolkit by Dr. David Campt. We wanted to build a space in 
which those seeking to be good allies could meet like-minded people and learn how to be useful and 
respectful allies to POCs. We also created The Robeson, a POC-led magazine, aiming to cut through the 
noise of university life and offer a space of creativity and community.

The second focus was Visibility. We found that SOAS’ POC, and specifically black students, were made 
to feel invisible on campus, either outnumbered by white students taking up space in events at the SU 
or by simple lack of events pertaining to them. So we organised events which centred Black folx, for 
example, our board game night which was followed by the ‘Decade of Black Representation in Music’ 
event. We held workshops for POC’s on the picket line and we have been active on our social media 
accounts, where we have looked to engage more directly (and informally) with the student body.

As for Change, two main things that have changed is the creation of a Black Caucus that will be more 
regularly held in the coming academic year, and the implementation of the Anti-Racism network with 
other SUs nationally, as well as grassroot organizations.

ENTERTAINMENT OFFICER

Charli Keely

As Entertainment Officer this year I wanted to make events safer and more accessible, particularly 
nightlife events. I also wanted to help introduce Refreshers week and improve Freshers.

I have worked with Enough is Enough for the past 2 years, and continued this year by running 
workshops, acting as an SU welfare contact, and providing welfare advice to Exec and societies planning 
events. It is crucial that the Enough is Enough campaign operates throughout the year, and working 
towards this with Valeria has been a priority. There is more to do to create safer spaces at SOAS, 
especially for liberation groups.



Peadar and I worked on Freshers and Refreshers week, which was a huge job and difficult to 
coordinate. Creating a balanced and accessible week which was distributed evenly across Exec was so 
important to us. I think the biggest successes of Freshers were Freshers Fayre with 120 stalls, and 
Campaigns Fayre with approx 25 stalls. These gave students the opportunity to join societies and link 
with other students. The feedback we got was amazing and I was so impressed with how the Exec and 
societies came together for such a huge event.

Finally, I worked on planning liberation months this year. These were the most difficult and time 
consuming events to plan. I coordinated numerous events for LGBTQ+ History Month but unfortunately 
attendance was low. Furthermore, there was a failure to include Trans+ students which I tried to 
mitigate by inviting a trans activist to host a meet up and do some allyship work but she unfortunately 
cancelled at the last minute. This was a huge failure and I hope that the planning process next year can 
do better with feedback we received. I also helped to plan Womxn History Month which because of 
strikes and covid-19 was cancelled.

POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH OFFICER

Paulien Broens

This time with the Student Union has been such a learning experience for me personally! 
Attending the Academic Board meetings, working groups, Research Ethics Board meetings,... have been 
an incredibly enriching experience for me as a student and as an Exec but have also been an 
opportunity for me to express the needs of Research students in general. Conversations about research 
masters and PhD structures were held with research heads at SOAS in order to try and convey the 
concerns of these students to the people that make the decisions. I did not manage to get to the point 
where concrete new measures were taken, but voices were heard! Only one event was organized by 
me and two other Exec members: A Postgrad Takeover of the JCR. We wish we could have done more!

POSTGRADUATE TAUGHT OFFICER

Nidah Kaiser

There is a general feeling among SOAS postgraduate (taught) students that there are limited events 
exclusively for them to engage with on campus. To remedy that, this year I organised two socials for 
postgraduate students to interact, network and get to know each other over snacks, music, drinks and 
boardgames.

The first was the “Postgrad (Taught, Research and Mature) Students’ Takeover”. This was held during 
Refreshers Week and saw a footfall of approximately 200 students. Secondly, the “Postgrad LGBTQIA+ 
Students' Takeover” was held during LGBTQIA+ History month and had a turnout of approximately 50 
students. I received positive feedback for both events, and encouragement to organise more socials 
specifically for PG students. In view of the current scenario in the UK, I will be unable to conduct the 
intended outdoor picnic for postgrads over summer. However, going forward, I would like to advise 
more spaces and opportunities for PG students to interact in, perhaps including outdoor activities.



As a student, I noticed the lack of washing facilities inside all of SOAS’s lavatories. The availability of 
only toilet paper and no water faucet indicates to us that SOAS has failed to acknowledge the needs of 
the varied communities of students on campus. I presented this issue to the Decolonisation Working 
Group and with their assistance, am now working to approach the School in tandem with UNISON.

In addition to events, I provided support and advice to PG students on an individual basis, responding to 
queries over email and in person. I helped resolve specific issues relating to exams, mitigating 
circumstances, strikes and Covid-related uncertainties.

Looking into the future, I would recommend: (a) more networking events and socials exclusively for PG 
students, including venturing into the outdoors, and, (b) carrying forth the struggle to make SOAS more 
inclusive for students from all cultures.

SPORTS OFFICER

Miriam Amrani

This year has been super busy for sports at SOAS!
A key aim this year has been to create a more inclusive and cohesive sporting community. Feedback 
received has been positive, and we’re definitely improving. I’m so proud of everyone who has invested 
their time and effort into sport this year. We really appreciate you and everything you do!

During Freshers’ Fortnight we welcomed sign-ups to our teams and held our first Sports Party. We saw 
a significant increase in sign-ups this year from students of all abilities. Sports is really welcoming, and 
my advice for returning students? Come give it a go! Many final year students have told us they wish 
they’d started sooner. Our Sports Party saw over 200 attendees and sparked regular Wednesday night 
sports socials. From quizzes to nights in Roxy, we’re hoping next year to ensure fortnightly social nights 
for sports!

In February SOAS sports attended a tournament in Paris held by Sciences Po. Around 70 students 
represented SOAS, and this was our first multi-team trip abroad in a number of years. We’re hoping to 
secure another trip for next year! In March SOAS sports successfully defended our Varsity title with a 
3rd consecutive win against London Met. We also hosted our annual Sports Ball, with around 175 
students attending Café de Paris to celebrate their teams’ achievements! Players from 16 teams came 
to share their stories of their season and award their players who have stood out. Participation has 
increased across the board with more diversity, which SOAS sports hopes to support under the 
leadership of Alex and Emma.

Finally, SOAS Sports have just launched their online Stay at Home Challenge which is being led by Emma 
and Alex. This shows how we really want to get as many people involved especially in these testing 
times and maintain our community.



TRANS & GENDER IDENTITY OFFICERS

Rachel Lindfield & Maysa

This academic year we held a vigil for Trans Day of Remembrance and organised 
trans* meet-ups. Despite trans* students repeatedly asking, little to no progress was made on 
objectives like finding a trans counsellor, creating more gender neutral toilets, and sensitivity training 
for staff members in interacting with trans* students. The lack of movement and urgency led to Maysa 
founding the Trans* Dignity at SOAS campaign to put pressure on the Union and more broadly the 
university to step up and deal with the discrimination and access struggles faced by trans* students. 
Before this we were relatively isolated as officers so we would suggest to the incoming officers that 
expectations and connections among SU Officers and Sabbs, especially liberation roles, are established 
early on. Maysa compiled and shared a document containing a list of trans* meet ups around London 
and co-organised events for QTIBPOC. She ensured that a trans* meet up went ahead during LGBT+ 
History Month after it was cancelled as the only SU event centring trans* people, and is in conversation 
about handing greater decision-making powers to trans* caucuses. On Transgender Day of Visibility we 
sent a message to the student body in solidarity, encouraging trans and non-binary students to get in 
touch and all students to support the campaign Maysa started. We will continue to be present and stay 
in touch with trans* students during social isolation. We would recommend that future officers 
communicate their goals to the Sabbs early on and ask for regular updates to ensure that they are 
supporting you in these goals, and get involved in the Trans* Dignity campaign as an autonomous, 
trans*-led campaign is the only way that the SU and other parts of the School will take trans* issues 
seriously until significant structural and ideological change occur.

WORKING CLASS STUDENTS’ OFFICER

Katie Saunders

At the start of the year, I interviewed many working class student&#39;s to find out what issues were
most important to address. The primary problem was accessing grants and bursaries, for which I
offered help and advice, and although further plans, such as removing unnecessary barriers to aid
were delayed by strikes/Covid-19, I hope to continue this into next year with my partner Michael
Shand. It was also important to foster a sense of community, and I&#39;ve held events such as the
Northern Soul Late License, a meet up for International Working Women&#39;s Day and have liaised 
with

York University Working Class Network to set up a national network of working class students.
The majority of my work has been centred on highlighting issues facing students from lower socio-
economic backgrounds as part of SU decision making, policy and equalities assessments, particularly
in response to campus closures. I’ve regularly attended executive and trustee meetings and have
been an active member of the Critical Response Group in regard to continuing SU function during
the current pandemic.

Going in to next year, I want to run on the success of events London Renters Union and IWGB held
by our Accommodations Officer and the Working Women’s Day meetup held in tandem with the
Womxn’s Officers by holding more working class themes events, such as International Workers 
Memorial Day, alongside more social events like the late license and evening meets.



A Note To Our Executive Committee 2019/20

We have had an incredibly active and passionate Executive Committee this year. However, in 
the chaos of the pandemic some of our officers have not been able to contribute to this 
document. We wanted to take this opportunity to recognise their incredible contributions to 
the life of the union . Thank you to all of our wonderful Executive officers who volunteer their 
time to make the Union what it is.

CAMPAIGNS OFFICER

Imogen Kropf

ENVIRONMENT OFFICER

Inaki Arrizabalaga

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

Serena Coulson & Anirudh Srivathsan

LGBTQIA+ OFFICER

Hasan Zakria

PEOPLE OF COLOUR OFFICER

Talya Scott-Mason

WOMXNS’ OFFICERS

Anabelle Jones & Nare Hakebyan

MATURE STUDENTS’ OFFICER

Omer Wasim



STAFF TEAM REPORTS



GENERAL MANAGER

Anna Dodridge

I’m the senior staff member at SOAS SU, and it’s my job to support the operations of the Union, making
sure we’re doing what students want us to do effectively and within the resources we have. I support
the staff team as well as the full and part time officers, and I’m accountable to SOAS SU’s elected
Trustee Board.

SOAS SU hired a new GM (me!) in Summer 2019, following the departure of the previous GM after 21
years. I’m super proud to have been recruited into an SU with such a strong legacy as a radical, active
and creative Union. As part of this recruitment we split out the finance functions from the GM role, and
hired a Finance & Office Manager to give us more capacity to deal with our finances and support Clubs
& Societies finances. SOAS SU has an income of around £1.5m/year, and we need to look after and use
this money carefully for the benefit of our members – the students of SOAS.

It’s been a weird year to start as a new GM, with the UCU/UNISON Industrial Action, followed by Covid-
19. I’m focussed on getting the Union through this challenge, supporting the move to our new digital
reality, and ensuring we can cope with the huge changes this is bringing. Some of the work I’m doing
probably sounds boring, however, it’s vital that we make sure SOAS SU can survive into the future. Our
Trustee Board has agreed to the need for SOAS SU to do some future planning – aka a ‘strategy’, and
I’ve started on this work, with early conversations on what SOAS SU should look like in the next 5 years.
Key projects I’m working on are:

1. Sorting out our Governance – this is about how SOAS SU is run, and making sure that we have the
knowledge and skills needed to make the best decisions for our organisation

2. Incorporation of the Union – this is about making sure that SOAS SU is set up with the right legal
form so that we protect our trustees (students), and work in the right way as an organisation of
our size, with our legal and financial liabilities

3. Reviewing our finance and budget procedures so that we are super tight on how we manage our
money and resources

4. Supporting the review and reform of student representation across SOAS, from course to faculty
to School level

5. Working with SOAS on tackling Sexual & Gender Based Violence, and International Student
Mental Health

6. Improving our spaces and resources so that our members have what you need for the amazing
events and activities you run.



FINANCE & OFFICE MANAGER

Kai Simmons

The role of Finance Manager is new within the SU. My role was created in August when we hired our
new General Manager to ensure the SU had a dedicated staff member working on the SU accounts (as
this previously sat within the GM’s workload). My workload primarily involves:

•Monitoring all payments in and out of the SU bank account
•Helping societies and sports with their claims and payments
•Processing payroll for the SU casual staff (mainly the shop and bar)
•Ongoing bookkeeping in the accounting software, helping to ensure that accounts are ready to be
drawn up and audited at the end of the financial year
•Helping with general financial governance and compliance as a charity

It is essential for the SU to have a staff member dedicated to processing and monitoring the financial
procedures, given the General Manager’s overall workload. Recent events with Covid-19 have
highlighted that!

There was a considerable gap before the role started, and all the complex systems and procedures took
time to handover. I hope that the effect of the handover on students has been minimal: we have always
prioritised students’ needs when it comes to finances and we understand the SU’s financial backing is
very important to students.

From the draft 2018-19 Annual Accounts, it looks like last year was a healthy one financially; we
finished with a surplus over the previous year. The financial reserves that we had in place at the start of
the year may prove to be vital in this uniquely challenging time. The SU’s well-run bar and shop help to
generate funds, which are put directly back into funding the charity. My impression is that SOAS
students feel well supported financially in their SU activities and there is generally a high level of
engagement.

Part of my work involves refunding students’ expenses for their societies and sports, or paying for their
goods or activities in advance. It’s very important that this is a smooth process, particularly when
students are temporarily out of pocket, and I think currently we deal with this as quickly as possible. We
are looking into moving the system online in future (there is a cost involved in the delivery, so that has
to be considered). This would make payments available quicker, giving students more control over their
own budgets, and would free up a lot of my time, as processing individual claim forms is very time-
consuming.

Improving the speed and ease of day-to-day finance tasks would help the SU be more productive and
would free up more time for us to support student events, campaigns and activities.



COMMERCIAL SERVICES 

MANAGER

Khaled Ziada

BAR MANAGER

Hanieh Bazargan

The shop went through a major refurbishment in 2019. Mainly in order to reduce theft, as the new
design gives the staff a better control over the shop. Furthermore, the sofas and wooden cupboards
were removed from the JCR to improve hygiene. This year the shop experienced a decrease in revenue
compared to last year. Our closure as part of our support for the UCU strikes along with the Covid-19
emergency have had significant impact on this. However, even without these events we have seen a
small decrease in our shop sales.

We think that in part this is because there are fewer students on campus & studying in the main
building, and less activity in the JCR than previous years. Being in central London there will always be
increasing competition from restaurants and cafes nearby. The decision to stop selling red meat
products has some impact on sales, however we’re committed to our values of sustainability, and to
being a shop where all the money we make goes back into employing students and raising funds for the
charity.

As part of our refurbishment we installed a new fridge and we’ve found that the door makes it more
difficult for students to access and queue for sandwiches. Going forward, we shall be fitting a new
fridge solely for sandwiches and dedicate the current one to more variety of healthy drinks.

Moving on to the Bar, we had a compulsory change in our supplier in September 2019, and the process
of installation of each new tap was filled with delays that lasted up to end of November. However, we
managed to increase our product range, as well as dedicating 3 of our taps to an independent brewery,
Redemption brewery.

Similar to the shop, the combination of Industrial Action and Covid-19 emergency have had a significant
impact on our sales. We were trading well in the first term, and the bar was at the heart of the SOAS
community as always. We hope we can come back again soon.

The bar is long overdue for a big refurbishment, we love it’s lived-in vibe, however the state of the
cellar and behind the bar isn’t great, and our worker safety is our priority. We also want to improve the
furniture to make it more comfortable and create more space. Sadly we know with the current
situation the refurb is going to have to be put back.

In addition, we have stopped our purchase of plastic straws. It must be said that during 2019 we made
a purchase of reusable plastic cups, however due to a miscommunication instead of clear glasses we
were sent black ones and the student reception of these have not been very positive hence we still use
plastic glasses on extremely busy events.

It must be said that together the shop and the bar employ over 30 student staff that try to keep our
spaces fun and welcoming. We do not look at ourselves as a business and this shows in our attitude
towards our customers as well as our staff. We always pay at least London Living Wage, and every
penny we make goes back to our students.



ADVICE CASEWORKER

Susanna Momtazuddin

The Students’ Union, through my role of Academic & Welfare Adviser, has supported 842 students
between 1st October 2018 - 1st April 2020. Support from my position is typically achieved through the
collaborative exploration of options for students with their current situation allowing an informed
decision to be made by the individual, a plan of actions to be understood, and the student to feel
empowered to voice their concerns to achieve outcomes. Cases with students may take the shape of
several meetings over a longer term, or a one off meeting for support. Cases may require support
within the SOAS school structure, or signposting to services outside of the school such as legal aid or
incident reporting to the police.

Welfare Cases
From October 2018 - April 2020 we have received 381 welfare related cases (Figure 1). Most of the SU
welfare case work has involved mental health related issues. Concerns around the impact of disclosing
mental health related issues with the school, and the perceived stigma/taboo around mental health
experienced by both UK and international students, are the primary reasons students do not feel
comfortable disclosing this personal information with other channels.
This academic year has seen a rise in the number of housing related issues, particularly by students who
are privately letting. We work with external organisations such as local councils, the Citizens Advice
Bureau, and the May Legal Ward Centre to ensure students get the correct kind of legal information to
support them with these issues.

Figure 1. The number of welfare cases received by SOAS SU between October 2018 – April 2020, sorted
into the main categories of cases received

Academic Cases
From October 2018 - April 2020 we have received 244 academic related cases (Figure 2). A majority of
these cases were based around late submission of essays or sitting exams. Liaising with the school, the
SU provides further guidance and support on how to best navigate many academic issues, such as
mitigating circumstances. 34 students have been supported through academic appeals, with my
support ranging from guiding students through the application process to attending appeals hearings
for moral support.



Figure 2. The number of academic cases received by SOAS SU between October 2018 – April 2020,
sorted into the main categories of cases received

Postgraduate Cases
There has always been a low number of postgraduate students who seek support from the SU.
Between October 2018 - April 1st 2020 the SU has supported 92 students (Figure 3). The highest cases
among postgraduate students was also in relation to mental health. We have supported PhD students
studying abroad who have experienced isolation as well as Masters Students who have experienced
burning out due to the intensity of their courses. The SU have tried to reach out to postgraduate
students by networking regularly with the Doctoral School and postgraduate officers and class
representatives making sure that all students are aware of our services.

Figure 3. The number of postgraduate cases received by SOAS SU between October 2018 – April 2020,
sorted into the main categories of cases received

Support during the UCU Strike 2020
During the strikes the SU provided support to students remotely. Students were able to get in touch
with me through emails, video calling and a telephone line specifically set up for the strikes. This year
we had 0 complaints about the SU’s involvement with the strikes, a decrease from 15 complaints during
the previous strike period. During this strike period I supported 27 students.

Support with COVID-19
The SU has worked with 31 cases relating to COVID-19 between January 2020 - April 1st 2020. We
expect the number of incoming cases related to the coronavirus to increase substantially in the third
term. Cases thus far have been about student concerns regarding their family abroad; disputing rent
payments for students who have left their university accommodation due to the pandemic; and advice
on complaining against the school for missed classes and access to university learning.



REPRESENTATION & RESEARCH 
COORDINATOR

Antonia Bright

Student Rep Recruitment
Recruiting representatives involves collaboration between the SU and school departments, recruiting
students by week 3 before departmental meetings commence. Recruitment during this time is a
challenge, given the competition for attention with everything else happening. To minimise the
challenges faced, over summer I met with Student Support Officers and Department Managers to get
feedback on previous years, confirm key contacts for this year, and establish a common plan for
conducting rep elections and the distribution of reps needed.
The number and distribution of reps recruited this year was overall consistent with previous years.
Departments we worked most closely with were proactive in promotion and recruitment, and we could
identify where problems existed and act quickly. This showed in the higher number who attended
training day.
Online elections were conducted by the SU for 9 school departments. At our start of year training day
we had approx. 100 reps in place; now 174 individuals cover 163 rep posts. There’s a need to reduce
the labour involved in running online elections, and we are looking into a better platform for this.
Wherever possible live elections in class, or cohort-wide events can increase participation in the
nomination and voting process. Going forward we need to maintain relationships with departments,
and publicity during Welcome Week in the school.

Student Rep Training
All recruited representatives need to be trained to effectively take up their position. A training day was
held on October 19th for all reps, with follow-up sessions for those unable to attend. Participation for
training was good (81 attendees on Oct 19th and 113 attendees overall), and was facilitated by former
reps. We introduced our rep network, the basics of the role, agreed the communication channels for
departmental groups, and presented SU priorities and the Decolonise campaign. Feedback was
generally positive; there is some contradiction between those who want less S.U politics, and those
who want more (like decolonize SOAS). We try to cover the many motivations of reps; we intended to
follow with further opt-in training and events tailored to reps requests, and building core skills. This has
proven too difficult this year, but is part of discussion on reviewing the rep system.

Ongoing engagement
The engagement between reps and the S.U helps officers on committees to reflect student views, and
the S.U to sustain strong links throughout disruptions like the strike action and coronavirus closures of
2020.
In November and January Academic Officers initiated roundtable forums; there was thoughtful
feedback from those who made it, although in-person attendance usually diminishes after term one.
The rep news-email had a consistently high rate of opens (around 80%), and provided relevant, timely
information to equip reps, e.g. with information ahead of the UCU strike. When asked at the start of the
coronavirus closure to feedback on remote teaching and assessment 36 gave detailed responses, many
consulting classmates (29 within 4 days). An online presence was maintained through the reps minisite
(part of the SU website), and twitter (@soasREPS).
The review of the reps code of practice now involves talking to Student Engagement and Experience
(SEE) staff, which began but slowed with the closures.

https://soasunion.org/reps/


Overall
Each year we have enthusiastic students who want to be involved in the decision-making over 
education. Exploring ideas to better support of reps through the year is a key way to positively impact 
student’s experience, by putting student’s voice at the heart.
Overall targets for the coming year are to:
• Improve election process to make clearer, and alleviate workload
• Review number and distribution of reps to be manageable and effective
• Conclude review of code of practice
• Ongoing training / skill sharing opportunities

Excerpts from the SOAS Students’ Union Rep Handbook 2019/20

https://soasunion.org/pageassets/reps/RepGuide-1920(2).pdf


ACTIVITIES & EVENTS 

COORDINATOR

Jesse Dodoo

Over the last 18 months SOAS Sports has been a very successful branch of the SOAS SU tree. In this 
short space of time we have won Varsity twice, won netball leagues, won football cups and increased 
participation in sport. As well as successes on the pitch and courts there has been immeasurable 
successes off them too. Sports societies often come together to socialise and to support each other, 
there has been a push for initiatives such as ‘Queer Netball’, #ThisGirlCan and ‘Movember’. This has 
created a significant impact on sport as it widens the participation possibilities as we actively promote 
and engage marginalised communities as well as engaging with national fundraising initiatives. What we 
have also seen this year is a growth in casual sports. It was important to debunk the myth of elitism in 
sports as many of our high profile sports compete in London and National leagues. To eradicate this, we 
extensively promoted casual sport during Freshers’ week so people could enjoy playing their favourite 
sports without the competitive aspect to it. As a result, casual badminton, volleyball and basketball 
have seen an increase in students playing their sports, most for the first time.

With a student body of c6000, of which about 3% are involved in competitive sport, it can often feel 
under appreciated. Events like Varsity - an annual event of sporting and non-sporting activities played 
between SOAS and London Metropolitan University where each victory is allocated a point - is the only 
event in the calendar which brings SOAS and SOAS Sport together. Where there are events which we do 
not have a society for i.e quiz and chess, we manage to put together an enthusiastic team quickly. This 
highlights the popularity Varsity has and the attendance of events are equally as admirable.
Owing to our modest size, facilities can be an issue for sports. Finding additional training times and 
venues nearby for our students is challenging and a contributing factor to our participation numbers. 
However this does not deter the most committed of our sports members which is testament to them. 
In comparison to the facilities at London Met, it truly amazes me how we overcame them in Varsity as 
we won the 2018/2019 addition 12-5 and, this year, 10-4 (1 draw and 2 games cancelled due to 
weather). This year our Netball 2’s team had gone the whole season unbeaten and our women’s 
football team had won their premier league in London!

For the years ahead our aim is to increase awareness of Varsity on campus. The feel good factor, the 
unity and support this can bring will make Varsity an even greater spectacle for all involved. With a lack 
of events that bring the institution together, it would be a great opportunity to have an event on the 
calendar which supports and celebrates SOAS with all branches of the SOAS tree coming together to 
cheer on the SOAS competitors.

We would also like to place emphasis on using sport as part of the wellbeing programme. Sport has 
many other benefits other than competitive and leisure so it is important that these benefits are 
highlighted as well as creating an opportunity for students to participate. Last year we continued our 
regular sport bookings during the exam period to allow students to alleviate any exam and deadline 
stress during the exam period. On reflection the soft launch didn’t create the demand we had hoped so, 
in future, we would need to create the programme and promote in advance.



BLACK STUDENTS SUPPORT 

COORDINATOR

Lucia Kula

My role was introduced following a policy through our UGM It began in September 2019 to provide 
specific support and representation for Black students. My work complements SU liberation projects; 
identifying the need for support, and ascertaining key priorities and campaigns to develop action on the 
experience of Black students on campus and beyond.

Research and Policy

To better understand Black student experiences and expectations, in January 2020 we held our first 
ever Black Student Caucus. The caucus focused on delivering ideas and concepts of change, and 
bringing student voices to the forefront. Over 70 Black students from across the school attended! At 
this event we also hosted the first focus group for the school-wide Race & Accountability Listening 
Consultancy. Two groups of 30+ students brought to light Black student experiences and trauma 
experienced at SOAS.

In the area of research and policy, within this academic year I have also contributed to many other 
notable projects, including:
• Africa Review
• African Institute at SOAS
• Inclusive Teaching
• Decolonising Working Group
• My Reading List is Black campaign
• Linklaters & SOAS
• International Student Mental Health Working Group
• Mental Health Working Group
• Survivors Only Consent Workshop
• London Black Women’s Project
• Bridging the Gap

I could write a report on each of these projects, however given the word count of this AGM report I’ll 
have to leave these here. Please do contact me if you would like to find out more about my 
involvement in these!

Pastoral

I have also been providing pastoral and wellbeing support for Black students. This support includes: 
providing guidance on mitigating circumstances applications; supporting racial harassment complaints; 
providing officer hours and drop-in slots for support during the UCU strikes and other crucial periods. I 
have provided ongoing support for students in precarious situations, particularly those dealing with 
mental health issues and difficult personal situations. Importantly, I have acted as a liaising member 
between the Students’ Union and Student Advice & Wellbeing services in the school to help smoothen 
the support for Black students and highlight concerns missed through other channels.



Events and Networking

In collaboration with the sabbs, societies, and external organisations, this year I organised a full SU 
programme for Black History Month. Thought provoking events focussed on issues such as:
• Drill music and the perception of violence in Black art
• The introduction of the Black & Queer series, focussing on the representation and lived experiences 

of Black queer students
• A talent show, showcasing Black student talent
• A late licence

Events during Black History Month were well attended, and the Black & Queer series even returned 
during LGBTQ+ History Month! It has been amazing to really bring the Black student experience to the 
forefront and to look into issues which are typically not highlighted within the normal programming of 
the SU, but affect our Black student community.

Looking Forward

The role has proven its significance and importance to Black students, and has offered insights on the 
expectations and possibilities for the school to deliver on. For future consideration, students have 
expressed wanting another Black Student Caucus, School investment in Black History Month, and 
prominent representation for LGBTQ+ History month. There is a continued commitment to oversee and 
contribute to projects and initiatives to tackle the achievement gap, representation in curriculum, 
inclusive teaching, and overall student experience. For Pastoral and wellbeing needs, this means a 
permanent collaboration and presence within SAAW services on a weekly basis. 

Posters from some of the events organised/hosted by Lucia this year:
Drill: Can Art Be Criminalised? | Black Student Caucus & Focus Group | Black & Queer: Tackling Sexual 

Racism



SOAS RADIO MANAGER

Fred Molin

SOAS Radio is a functioning radio station and production company based on the 5th floor of the SOAS 
Main Building. We provide practical media skills to students, facilitate training sessions, internships, and 
host events in the SU. Over the past 18 months 188 students have attended our weekly training 
sessions, and SOAS Radio has hosted 3 late licences, a variety of external events, and a summer school! 
These activities have utilised our network of interns, volunteers and alumni.

In recent years, we’ve conducted SOAS Radio feedback surveys to find out how the students who 
engage with us feel, and results have been overwhelmingly positive! SOAS Radio provides student skills, 
careers development and a supportive social environment. Feedback received highlighted the demand 
for DJ training workshops, which we now run weekly. Exposure gained by these workshops has led to 
students being booked to DJ at SOAS SU late licences and demonstrated the wider impact of the radio 
on the SOAS community. Future trainings will seek to connect students involved in radio to other parts 
of the SU and create opportunities where students can apply the skills they’ve learned.

Enabling student societies to utilize the radio is a priority for SOAS Radio. We have offered societies 
priority training sessions to streamline this process. A few societies that successfully published podcasts 
after receiving society training include: ACS, SOAS Environmental Movement and SOAS Spirit.

In 2018/19 we received SLiCE funding to record a podcast series with the Enough is Enough campaign 
entitled “Consent Vent”. This 10-part series was coordinated by students with technical assistance from 
the Station Manager. Student contributors received compensation for working on the project as script 
writers, hosts and researchers. Notably the Project Coordinator from Term 1 was employed by a media 
company in their final term which they credited to the experience in this role. Student contributors, in 
the form of Consent Workshop facilitators, became familiarized with the radio environment and went 
on to apply for internship positions as well as start their own shows. 

Recently, SOAS Radio and the SOAS Yoga society agreed to co-produce a podcast with the Centre for 
Yoga Studies. Projects like these seek to link student’s academic interests with their engagement in 
student societies and create content that will be of interest to other students.

Recently, as SOAS Radio we suggested to clients that students contribute voice overs on a project with 
Positive Negatives and SOAS Marketing. This gave students paid experience and ensured that students 
play a part in representing the School. Including students in production work wherever possible will 
greatly increase the impact on student experience within the Radio and allow it to grow sustainably.

https://soundcloud.com/soasradio/sets/dear-soasians
https://soasradio.org/speech/podcasts/environmental-podcast
https://soundcloud.com/soasradio/sets/soas-spirit
https://soundcloud.com/soasradio/sets/consent-vent


GOVERNANCE, COMMUNICATION 

& SUSTAINABILITY COORDINATOR

Jack Di Francesco

Communication
The Students’ Union’s all student email is sent daily during term time, with information on SU and 
student-led activities. The opening rate of this email is 40-70%, highlighting a large number of students 
who may be missing valuable information. This year, to try and improve our student reach, we’ve 
increased our use of the SOAS SU social media accounts. On both Twitter and Facebook posts are 
making approximately 1,000 impressions, while on Instagram we see roughly 1,000 accounts per week 
interacting with our stories and posts. As a small SU team it’s difficult to attend events and get photo 
content for our accounts, and I’d like to thank all the sports teams, societies, and individuals who 
frequently tag us in their photos so we can share these! We’ve received a lot of positive feedback about 
our increased use of social media to get information out. As a result of our increased social media use, 
this year we had lots of spare copies of our Freshers’ Fortnight calendar left over as many students said 
they’d already saved a copy online - meaning next year we can be more sustainable and reduce our 
printing!

Governance
Union General Meetings (UGMs) are a great tool for student-led policy making in the SU, however 
they’ve not always been the easiest or most productive method for students to engage with (as myself 
and Maxine discovered quite early on this year!). We’ve taken many steps over this academic year to 
improve the UGM process, including:
• Better defining the UGM structure
• Trialling having Questions before Amendments in the UGM running order
• Creating UGM ground rules
• Introducing a permanent chair for all SOAS SU UGMs
The better defined UGM structure and change in running order has made UGMs easier to follow for 
those in attendance, and more productive by ensuring participation at the correct designated times. 
Ground rules have set the tone for the behaviour in our UGMs, and have given our Chair (May Gabriel) 
justifiable grounds to make decisions to ensure the meeting is a safe and productive space. Overall, 
students who attend UGMs have been very positive about these changes, finding the meetings more 
efficient and a permanent Chair better for steering the meeting. Wins aside, work for the next 
academic year in regards to UGMs will focus on:
• Ensuring meetings reach quora
• Ensuring voting, especially on important or divisive policy, is accessible and representative
• Ensuring motions submitted are viable, written effectively, and the proposers are ready for the UGM 

and beyond

Sustainability
SOAS SU declared a climate emergency in May 2019 and the School followed suit in September 2019. 
As part of the School’s declaration the Climate Action Group (CAG) was formed to lead on sustainability 
and climate at SOAS. Formed of climate lecturers, professional service staff, myself, and the 
Environment Officer, the CAG has so far focussed on the inclusion of climate change into the curriculum 
via the ‘new core’ as part of the Undergraduate Curriculum Review. In the SU itself we’ve unfortunately 
had to put our NUS Green Impact sustainability work on hold due to this year’s industrial action and 
covid-19. Having already done work towards this we will still be assessed this year, however our focus is 
on ensuring everything is in place for our sustainability work for the next academic year!



HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 
YEAR AT SOAS SU
Photos collected throughout the year by our Sabbatical and Executive Officers.

CLOCKWISE:
1 - Peter Baran’s leaving 
lunch with the 2018-19 
sabbatical team

2 - Mature Students’, PGR 
and PGT Officers hosting 
their collaborative event 
Postgraduate Takeover (of 
the JCR and bar)

3 - This year’s Sabbatical 
Officers getting to know 
each other at a team 
building Escape Room!



TOP TO BOTTOM:
1 – Some of the SOAS Sport 
athletes 2019/20

2 – Some of SOAS Drag 
Collective at a drag night in 
the JCR

3 – SAVE SOAS GREEN



TOP TO BOTTOM:
1 - Incredible student spoken 
word artist @urloveisdead
performing at Young, Gifted 
& Black as part of SOAS SU’s 
Black History Month 

2 – SOAS Sports, having just 
been crowned Varsity 
champions 2020 against 
London Metropolitan 
University



TOP TO BOTTOM:
1 - DJ spinning vinyl at a late 
licence in the JCR

2 - SOAS Sports Ball 2020



TOP TO BOTTOM:
1 – Fractions For Fair Pay Walkout

2 - ‘Renters & Workers Unite and 
Fight’ Freshers event

We by no means think that’s it for our 
highlights…

This has been a collection of pictures submitted by our sabbatical and executive officers. For our next
AGM we will open up student submissions! Being our first AGM in a while, this has been a good trial
into what to expect next year.

Knowing there is a lot more than what you’ve seen here shaping the year, we’ve made an Instagram
story (@soassu) to celebrate the AGM and look back at the videos and pictures we’ve taken this
year!



SOAS SU FINANCIAL 
REPORT 2018/19
SOAS Students’ Union has existed in various forms for nearly 100 years, and became a charity 10 years
ago. You can find our accounts going back to 2009/10 on our website. As a registered charity we have
to produce and publish financial information every year in the form of accounts. These accounts must
be audited by external experts and submitted to the Charity Commission who regulate us. Part of the
responsibilities of the SU Trustee Board that you elect is to oversee our finances, and publish these
accounts. Our audited accounts are published online demonstrating that we use all our resources on
our charitable purposes – the aims that we set out when we established the charity.

We send our audited accounts to SOAS as the governing body of SOAS (their Board of Trustees) has a
responsibility under the Education Act to make sure we’re using our resources for the benefit of SOAS
students. All of that means that we use our resources carefully, our finances are transparent and there
are assurances that what we do is in the interests of SOAS students, our members.

Due to SOAS’ closure in response to Covid-19 we have been unable to complete our audit in relation to
2018/19 financial year (July 2018 – July 2019). The draft accounts have been produced however part of
the audit involves the auditors checking through our paperwork, like till receipts, invoices, society
expense claims so that they can say with confidence what is in our books matches up with reality – this
is why we require receipts and invoices when clubs and societies claim expenses for example. The audit
will be completed and accounts published when SOAS are able to re-open the campus safely.
Although we don’t have fully audited and published accounts for last year available, we are including
some information in this report that will give you some sense of the SU’s financial situation. PLEASE
NOTE this information is in draft form and will not be confirmed until the audited accounts are
published.

This chart shows the overall income and expenditure of the Students’ Union over the past 3 years. After
a few years in deficit the SU was able for the second year to raise some surplus, by bringing in a small
amount more income than expenditure.
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As a charity the SU cannot make ‘profit’ and we don’t have shareholders or anyone that can privately
benefit from this income. We have a Reserves Policy, which is expected by the Charity Commission, and
it is reviewed regularly by the SU’s Trustee Board. Our policy says that we should keep the equivalent of
3 months of our running costs in our reserves, held safely in a savings account. This means that we are
able to fulfil any obligations like debts and winding down costs like redundancy payments in the event
of the enforced closure of SOAS SU. We’ve also been saving our surplus income for bigger items of
capital expenditure – for example we made some big improvements to our Snack Bar for this year,
which was paid for from this surplus income.

INCOME
The other thing it’s good to understand about our finances is that we have two main sources of income,
grant funding from SOAS, and income from our commercial activities (mainly the Bar and the Snack
Bar). The funding that comes from SOAS is largely ‘restricted’ – given to us for a specific purpose. The
income raised through our commercial activities is ‘unrestricted’, this is where our reserves comes
from, which allows the us to have more control and choice about how this money is spent.

Grant 
from 
SOAS
25%

Trading 
Activities

68%

Events income
1%

Raised by Societies
4%

Income from Radio
2% Investments and 

other
0%

Income 18/19

Unrestricted grant
44%

Sports travel & 
facilities

13%

Professional fees 
including accounts 

and audit
5%

Student 
Development Fund

5%

Recharges
1%

Sabbatical officers
32%

SOAS grant breakdown



Clubs and 
Societies

40%

Events 
and 

Entertain
ment
24%

Welfare 
and 

Campaign
s

11%

Radio
5%

Subs and 
Affiliations

20%

30% of our total income is spent on staff wages
– 50% of our wages are spent on students who
work in our bar, snack bar, radio and do some
office functions.

Bar
24%

Shop
41%

Clubs and Societies
17%

Welfare and 
Campaigns

3%

Subscriptions and 
Affiliation Fees

5%

Radio
3%

Events
7%

Expenditure on activities 18/19

In 18/19 SOAS provided SOAS SU with £338k in grant funding plus the cost of the sabbatical officers &
General Manager, making a total of £613k

The SU supplements this with an income of just over £1m which covers support costs, overheads,
salaries for 7 full time staff, running costs for the bar, shop and radio. In 18/19 we spent £220k on
student staff employment. The accounts for 18-19 indicate a surplus income of approximately £20-40k.
Following a motion to our Union General Meeting the SU committed funding of approximately £36k for
the salary and costs to employ a 1 year fixed term post, the Black Students Support Coordinator role
from this generated income. This post was recruited and been in position since September 2019.

Financial Health of SOAS SU in 2020

SOAS Students’ Union has been in good financial health for sometime and the accounts from 18/19
show that we’ve managed our finances well for another year. The importance of careful money
management and building reserves can be seen when we have a year like 2020.
Our Trustees took the decision to close the SU during picketing hours in solidarity with the UCU and
Unison industrial action. This meant our Snack Bar and Bar were closed and our income was affected.
And the impact of the Covid-19 is not yet known. We have had to close down our bar and snack bar
with no certainty about when we’ll be able to provide these services, which are also a good source of
employment for SOAS students. We are expecting to lose approximately 30% of our annual income this
year, although this will be offset be decreased expenditure through closure and the change in activity
across the SU. The Trustee Board has chosen to continue to support both student and full time staff in
our bar and shop making use of the Corona Virus Job Retention Scheme.



For our 2020 AGM we decided to use a short Student Satisfaction Survey to get a snapshot of our
member satisfaction from this academic year. Our survey was live on the SU website from 27th April –
10th May and we used our all student emails and social media to advertise this to students. The aim of
this survey was to provide a snapshot into the feelings of our members and to help shape our annual
student survey which will be sent out towards the end of Term 3. We hope to make changes to our
annual student survey to produce more useful, easier to analyse data. Next year’s AGM will use data
from our annual student survey to give a more comprehensive look at our member satisfaction!

Gathering 74 responses in total (>1% of our total membership) it’s worth noting that the results
obtained here cannot be taken to be representative of the thoughts and feelings of our entire student
membership. Despite this, these results are a really good insight for the SU and we are using these to
shape both our annual student survey and our work going into the new academic year. Results from the
annual student survey will help to better confirm the thoughts and feelings of our members, and shape
more clearly the work we must do going into the new academic year.

Comments have been made below to accompany each graph of results. Looking at the results overall,
the main comment to make would be the varied spread of the results. Responses for each question are
largely very mixed, making it rather difficult to say what the clear outcome of each question is. This is
very reflective of the feedback we receive throughout the year, and one of the main difficulties for the
SU. For every piece of positive feedback we receive, we typically receive equal measure of students
expressing negative feedback. Going forward we are keen to have a clearer understanding of whether
demographics and identity groups play into student perspectives of the success of the union to make
sure that we are serving all of our communities well.

SCALE USED FOR RESPONSES:
1 = Incredibly, 5 = Not at all

MEMBER SATISFACTION 
2019/20



QUESTION 1.
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QUESTION 2.
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“I Feel Represented by SOAS SU”

The most common response to this statement was a 4 (towards the negative end of the response spectrum)
however responses were genuinely very mixed. This highlights to us that students are not feeling as
represented in the SU as we would like, and there is work to be done here!

Going forward, it is important that we:
• Identify which students/student groups are not feeling represented
• Understand what representation in the SU means to our members
• Ensure greater conscious work is done, with the help of our executive officers, to address the imbalance

in representation through our work and events
• Explore whether the representation mechanisms we use are working effectively



“I Feel the SU is a Place I Can Find Support When I Need It”

As with our question looking at representation, responses to this question were mixed, with the most
common responses overwhelmingly being 4 and 3 (neutral to slightly negative). It’s clear that students do
not resoundingly see the SU as a place for support when they need. This raises questions for us to now
address:
• Are students aware of our support services?
• Do students trust our support to provide them with results?
• Do we provide the support services which students need?

Support can take many forms, including simply signposting students to the help available. It’s important for
us that our members feel they can turn to us when needed to provide support with issues.

QUESTION 3.
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“I Feel Like I Know What is Going On in the SU”

Results from this question definitely indicate a more positive response from our members, with 2 being the
most common answer. However, with 1 being the least common answer (apart from ‘No opinion’) this shows
our communication is still not up to the standard it needs to be for our members.

From these results it’s important for us to address:
• What channels of communication do our members receive information from us on?
• What channels of communication should we be prioritising in communication?
• Are there any student groups who are missing out on information more frequently than others?
• Are students aware of how information is communicated by the SU?
• Do we need more clear communication channels for different issues/topics?
• What do students want to know from the SU, and when?



QUESTION 4.
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“I Feel a Sense of Belonging with SOAS SU / I Feel Part of the SOAS SU Community”

With 30% of responses being 4, this question received the most clear indication of the thoughts of the
responders to our survey.

While disheartening to see these results, it provides an opportunity to reflect and plan ahead:
• Which students / student groups do not feel a sense of belonging / community in SOAS SU?
• Why do these students / student groups feel this way?
• What mechanisms do we currently have in place to attempt to ensure a sense of belonging /

community for these groups, and why are these not working?
• What can we do to better ensure a sense of community among our members, with specific reference to

those groups currently feeling the most isolated?

QUESTION 5.
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“I Feel Like SOAS SU Has Made My Time at SOAS Better”

Responses to this question were very divided. It is important for us to be benefiting our members and
making their time at university better – be that through our events and societies, support and advice, or
representation and opportunities.

From these results it’s important that we:
• Identify what we are doing which is giving students a positive experience
• Identify what we are doing (or not doing) which is giving students a negative experience
• Attempt to ensure we continue our positive functions, and make the necessary changes to improve the

university experience of those students who currently do not feel that the SU has made better their
time at SOAS

QUESTION 6.
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“I Have Attended the Following SU Events This Year”

There is a lot to look at with this question! Firstly, it is encouraging to see such a high number of responders
attended our Freshers Fayre at the beginning of the year – providing an introduction to the SU and our
sports and societies. It’s also encouraging to see that so many also attended a late licence throughout term,
or a society event. It’s always good to know societies are putting on events which interest their members,
and students are finding others with the same interests as themselves to spend time with.

We can see that sports-related events were not very well attended by responders. It is important to us in the
coming year to ensure that sports at SOAS has an increased presence, and there is a sense of community and
pride in our sports teams who represent us in their matches and competitions against other universities.

For our democratic processes, it’s important we look to improve attendance at our Union General Meetings
and Get Vocal events. It would also be interested to understand the view of liberation months by both
students who identify with the liberation group being celebrated and those who do not. Are we putting on
events which our members from the liberation group in question want to attend? Are we putting on events
which, where appropriate, welcome those not from the liberation group to attend (especially allies or those
looking to learn)?





Thank you to all those who contributed to this AGM

document, to all those who took the time to read this

document, and to all those who helped shape SOAS SU this

year.

@soas.su @soassu @soassu


